The Sixth Japan-Finland Joint Symposium on Optics in Engineering (OIE'05)

Excursion
— A one day tour around Mt. Usu and Lake Toya on 28 September —

- Tentative time schedule
  08:45  Partaker assemble
  09:00  Departure
  10:30 Arrive at Peak (Pass) Nakayama
         Short rest
  12:00 Arrive at Lake Toya
         Walk around the West craters of Mt. Usu
  12:45 Lunch and hot spa (at Toya Park Hotel “Tensho”)
  14:00 Visit to the Volcano Science Museum
  14:30 Arrive at the base station of Mt. Usu Rope-way
         Visit to observatories on the side of Mt. Usu
  15:45 Depart from Mt. Usu
         Short rest at Tarumae Service Area
  18:45 Arrive at the Hotel

- Information
  1) We climb a mountain. Wear walkable shoes and avoid sandals and high-heels.
  2) Fees of bus, lunch, museum and rope-way are included in the excursion fee, which is
     included in the registration fee for a regular participant and an accompanying person.
  3) Gather at the set time.
  4) Be careful not to get on a wrong bus.

*Even if you are unable to participate, the payment is not refunded.